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Density functional theory and computer simulation are used to investigate sedimentation equilibria of
colloid-polymer mixtures within the Asakura-Oosawa-Vrij model of hard sphere colloids and ideal
polymers. When the ratio of buoyant masses of the two species is comparable to the ratio of differences
in density of the coexisting bulk (colloid) gas and liquid phases, a stable ‘‘floating liquid’’ phase is
found, i.e., a thin layer of liquid sandwiched between upper and lower gas phases. The full phase
diagram of the mixture under gravity shows coexistence of this floating liquid phase with a single gas
phase or a phase involving liquid-gas equilibrium; the phase coexistence lines meet at a triple point.
This scenario remains valid for general asymmetric binary mixtures undergoing bulk phase separation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.088303

Equilibrium sedimentation profiles of colloidal dispersions or biomolecular solutions have been extensively
measured since the pioneering experiments of Jean
Perrin [1], and yield a wealth of information, in particular
the osmotic equation of state of the suspension over a
wide range of concentrations [2]. Sedimentation equilibria of suspensions involving two or more components
often show highly nontrivial behavior, as in the case,
e.g., of binary hard sphere colloid mixtures [3], of
charged colloidal particles in the presence of a low ionic
strength electrolyte [4 –6] or of mixtures of colloidal
platelets and nonadsorbing polymer [7]. Such multicomponent systems generally undergo a demixing transition
in the bulk. Under gravity the density profiles may then
cross phase boundaries at well-defined altitudes z, so that
the suspension may be expected to segregate into horizontal slabs of different chemical compositions. In this
Letter, we demonstrate that two-phase bulk coexistence
of any asymmetric binary mixture can give rise to apparent three-phase coexistence in sedimentation equilibrium. A necessary condition is that the mass densities of
both phases are equal for at least one single statepoint at
bulk coexistence, which can (in principle) be always
fulfilled by choosing the mass ratio of both components
appropriately. Before arguing that the phenomenon is
general, we investigate in detail the particular case of
binary mixtures of hard sphere colloids (of diameter c ),
and of ideal polymer coils (of diameter p ). Within the
familiar Asakura-Oosawa-Vrij (AOV) [8] model, the latter may freely interpenetrate while their centers are excluded from spheres of radius c  p =2 around each
colloidal particle. Such highly nonadditive hard core
interactions are known to drive a separation into a low
colloid concentration ‘‘gas’’ phase and a high concentration colloidal ‘‘liquid’’ phase in the bulk, for size ratios
p =c above a threshold value of the order of 1=3 [9,10].
We consider explicitly the case c  p . If mi (i  c
or p) denotes the buoyant mass of particles of species i,
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the potential energy of the latter in the gravitational field
is Viext z  mi gz for z > i =2 (the base of the vertical
recipient of overall height L is taken to be z  0), where g
is the acceleration of gravity. The gravitational lengths
associated with the two species are i  kB T=mi g,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute
temperature. The equilibrium sedimentation profiles of
the two species, c z and p z, are determined, within
density functional theory (DFT), by minimizing the
grand potential c ; p  of the inhomogeneous suspension with respect to the profiles i z. The functional  is
conventionally split into ideal, excess and external parts:
c ; p   Fid c   Fid p   Fexc c ; p 
X ZL
i zViext z  i dz;

ic;p

(1)

0

where
R the ideal gas free energy functional is Fid i  
kB T L0 i zflni z3i   1gdz: i is an irrelevant
length scale (which will be set equal to i for convenience); i is the chemical potential of species i  c or p.
The excess part, Fexc , arises from the interactions between the particles in the suspension. If the sedimentation
lengths, i , are appreciably larger than the particle diameters i , i.e., for slowly varying inhomogeneities, the
local density approximation (LDA) for Fexc is expected
to be accurate, except at the bottom of the suspension
where layering occurs [11]. Within LDA: Fexc c ; p  
R
L  z;  zdz; where  is the bulk Helmholtz free
c
p
0
energy density, which is accurately given by free-volume
theory for the AOV model [9]. The LDA neglects nonlocal
correlations, which are approximately included within
the fundamental measure theory (FMT) [12], as adapted
to the AOV model [13]. This theory leads back to the freevolume free energy in the homogeneous bulk limit, so that
the two DFT treatments that we apply are consistent in
this respect.
As a check of the predictions of the DFT calculations,
we have also carried out extensive Monte Carlo (MC)
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simulations of the same model under identical physical
conditions. The simulation cell is of total height L 
220c and its square basis of edge length l  5c is
periodically repeated in the x and y directions; we
checked system size dependence with simulations using
l  25c and we found that the sedimentation equilibria
are similar within the statistical accuracy.
It is straightforward to show that the slope of the bulk
liquid-gas binodal obeys


dp 
c


;
(2)
 
coex
p
dc 
where i  li  gi , and gi (li ) is the density of species i  c; p in the gas (liquid) phase. In the LDA spirit
we define a ‘‘local’’ chemical potential i z 
i  mi gz which describes a linear path, parametrized
by z, in the (c ; p ) representation of the bulk phase
diagram. The slope of the path is dp =dc  mp =mc ,
and one might hence anticipate interesting behavior when
this ratio is of the order of the typical slope of the
(generally curved [14]) binodal, which implies mc c
mp p . Indeed for a size ratio q  p =c  1, the
DFT calculations predict a striking stacking of gas, liquid
and gas phases within a limited window of (buoyant)
mass ratios mp =mc . The density profiles calculated within
the FMT version of DFT for mp =mc  0:235 are shown in
Fig. 1 for four values of the ratio c = c , and keeping
z0   const at an (arbitrary) reference height, chosen
as z0  L=4  55c . For the largest value of c = c , the
system is in a colloidal gas phase. As the colloids are
about 4 times heavier than the polymer, one would
naively expect them to be at the bottom of the container;
yet they rather accumulate at high altitudes. For decreasing values of c = c , we find a novel layered structure of
sedimentation profiles: a ‘‘floating’’ liquid slab, containing practically only colloidal particles, is seen to be
sandwiched between two polymer rich slabs of gas. The
lower slab is practically free of colloids, while the concentration of the latter remains significant in the upper
slab. The absence of colloids in the lower slab is again
counter intuitive. The interfaces between these three
phases are very sharp, particularly at the lower liquidgas interface, where the colloid density profiles are seen
to exhibit some low-amplitude oscillations on the liquid
side, representative of weak layering. The width of the
floating liquid layer is of the order of 40 colloid diameters, so that it may be regarded as practically bulklike.
The corresponding density profiles calculated within the
LDA are very similar, but the lower liquid-gas interface is
shifted to slightly lower altitudes and the small structure
in the colloid profiles is of course suppressed. The inset in
Fig. 1 shows that the thermodynamic path followed with
increasing altitude indeed crosses the bulk liquid-gas
coexistence curve twice, thus leading to the two observed
interfaces. Upon increasing z, the sedimentation path
crosses first the bulk binodal at large p and c , where
088303-2

FIG. 1. Scaled density profiles of colloids c z (solid lines)
and polymers p z=10 (dashed lines) versus scaled height
z=c for size ratio q  p =c  1 and mass ratio mp =mc 
0:235. Shown are DFT results for statepoint c  4:4794 
mc gz0 ; p  0:8294  mp gz0 , where z0  55c , and for
increasing gravitational strength c = c  0:06; 0:08; 0:1; 0:2
(indicated by arrows). Also shown are the LDA predictions
for the density jumps of colloids (filled circles) and polymers
(open circles). The inset shows the fluid part of the bulk phase
diagram as a function of the chemical potentials c and p .
The full line is the liquid-gas binodal terminating at a critical
point (full circle). The sedimentation path (dashed line)
for increasing z (indicated by the arrow) crosses the binodal
twice. Also shown is the statepoint (open circle) corresponding
to z  z0 .

a very dilute colloidal gas coexists with a rather dense
colloidal liquid phase, and then crosses the bulk binodal
closer to the critical point, where the colloid densities
become comparable in the two coexisting phases. This
explains why the lower slab is very dilute in colloids,
while the upper slab contains more colloids, despite their
larger mass. For significantly smaller or larger mass ratios
mp =mc no, or only one intersection occurs corresponding
to a single phase throughout the inhomogeneous colloidpolymer mixture, or to a single interface separating liquid
and gas phases, as will be discussed in more detail below.
Three of the corresponding MC-generated profiles are
shown in Fig. 2, together with snapshots of typical configurations of the equilibrated binary system. The agreement between DFT results shown in Fig. 1 and simulation
results is seen to be quantitative. The mass density profiles
(not shown) m  mc c  mp p decrease monotonically, except for some oscillations at the lower liquidgas interface and to a much lesser extent at the upper
interface, with z. The rate of decrease is much smaller in
the liquid slab, as expected from the lower osmotic compressibility of that phase.
In order to establish a tentative phase diagram for the
observed stacked sedimentation, we carried out a semimacroscopic, modified LDA calculation in the spirit of
Kelvin’s theory of capillary condensation. Depending on
088303-2
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FIG. 2 (color online). Same as Fig. 1, but obtained from MC
simulations, and interchanged axes. The (intermediate) case
c = c  0:08 is omitted for clarity. Shown are colloid profile,
c z (solid lines), polymer profiles p z, (c = c  0:06,
dotted line; 0.1, long dashed line; 0.2, short dashed line) as a
function of height z=c . The snapshots display particle configurations of colloids (light green) and polymers (dark red) for
c = c  0:06; 0:1; 0:2 (from left to right).

the chemical potentials c and p , the three competing
phases are a high p gas phase (G), a phase containing a
liquid slab at the bottom and a gas phase on top (LG), and
finally the stacked gas-liquid-gas (GLG) phase. The grand
potentials of these various phases have bulk contributions
from the slabs, and different interfacial contributions
involving the various interfacial tensions associated
with the wall-fluid interface (wf ) at the bottom as well
as with the liquid-gas interface(s) (lg ). In the GLG case
let z1 and z2 denote the altitudes of the lower and upper
liquid-gas interfaces; let  z  c z; p z denote the free energy per unit volume of the bulk liquid
and gas phases (  l or g), as calculated for each altitude
from the LDA density profiles (these free energy densities
contain now both Fexc and Fid ). The grand potential per
unit (horizontal) area is then written as the sum of bulk
and surface contributions


Z z1
0

g zdz 

Z z2
z1

l zdz 

ZL
z2

g zdz

 wf c 0; p 0  lg lc z1   gc z1 
 lg lc z2   gc z2 :

(3)

The three interfacial tensions appearing in Eq. (3) are
calculated for the colloid and polymer densities at the
three interfaces. The values of the interfacial tension for
the liquid-gas interface are taken from the results of the
nonlocal DFT [15], which have been shown to be very
accurate for the AOV model [16]. For the wall-fluid interfacial tension wf , we used the scaled-particle result [17].
The grand potential functional (3) was evaluated with the
LDA solutions for c and p . Calculations, based on
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expressions similar to (3), but involving only one or
two interfaces, were carried out for the G and GL phases.
The resulting grand potentials were then compared to
determine the stable phase as a function of c and p .
The resulting phase diagram for a mass ratio mp =mc 
0:235 is shown in Fig. 3. The floating liquid (GLG) phase
is seen to be stable in a triangular region sandwiched
between the G and LG phases. The three phases coexist at
a triple point, below which the G and LG phases coexist
along a line which terminates at a critical point.
Compared to the bulk coexistence curve (i.e., in the
absence of gravity) in the (c ; p ) plane, the phase diagram is seen to be shifted to larger values of p , due to
the action of gravity. The floating liquid phase arises from
a delicate balance between gravity and interfacial tensions. The stability region of the GLG phase shrinks when
the mass ratio decreases (in particular, it would be totally
absent if polymer sedimentation were neglected altogether). In the limit of weak gravity, the interfacial contributions to the grand potential become negligible
compared to the bulk contributions in Eq. (3). Yet the
topology of the phase diagram remains unchanged, as
illustrated by the inset in Fig. 3.
We have investigated the influence of polymer nonideality using a stepfunction repulsion between polymers
with range p and height  [18]. Already relatively small
values of  (e.g.,  0:25) have a pronounced effect on

FIG. 3. The phase diagram of the AOV model under gravity as
a function of the chemical potentials c and p , calculated
within the LDA for mp =mc  0:235, q  1, and c = c  0:06.
Three phases are stable: gas, floating liquid, and liquid-gas;
these are sketched as cuvettes where liquid appears dark and
gas appears light. Shown are the binodals (full lines), the triple
point (open circle), and the liquid-gas critical point (full circle).
Also shown is (part of) the bulk liquid-gas binodal (dashed
line). Note that at phase coexistence the system will phaseseparate laterally, i.e., build a vertical (curved) interface. The
inset shows the result for the phase diagram for the same
parameters, but in the limit of small gravity c = c ! 0 and
large container height L=c ! 1. The LG phase boundary is
identical to the bulk binodal.
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bulk, gravitational, and interfacial contributions to the
free energy. This scenario is generic for a wider range of
binary mixtures undergoing phase separation in the bulk.
Provided mass densities of both phases involved (not
necessarily fluids) can be tuned to coincide at one statepoint, the phase towards which the binodal bends in the
phase diagram spanned by both chemical potentials will
float between slabs of the other phase.
This work was carried out during JPH’s tenure of the
Kramers Chair of the University of Utrecht. The work of
MS is part of the research program of FOM, that is
financially supported by the NWO. We acknowledge support by the SFB-TR6 of the DFG.
FIG. 4. Scaled density profiles of colloids (full line) c z and
polymers (dashed line) p z versus altitude, z=c , as obtained
from FMT for hard spheres and nonideal polymers with  
0:25, mass ratio mp =mc  0:375, size ratio q  1, and inverse
gravitational length c = c  0:08. Also indicated are the
density jumps according to LDA for colloids (full symbols)
and polymers (open symbols). The inset shows the corresponding results from MC simulation.

the location of the gas-liquid binodal [19]. Despite quantitative changes, we find the floating liquid phase to
remain stable, as illustrated by the density profiles in
Fig. 4. Using colloidal rods rather than polymer coils as
depletant agents offers additional freedom to tune particle
masses in experiments. We model such a system with
colloidal hard spheres and stiff colloidal rods of length
lr and vanishing thickness [20]. Density profiles (not
shown) obtained from LDA for the size ratio lr =c  1
and a mass ratio of mr =mc  0:048 point to the existence
of the floating liquid phase.
In conclusion, DFT and MC simulations show the existence of a novel layered structure of sedimentation
profiles in colloid-polymer and related mixtures. This
structure demonstrates the existence, over a limited range
of polymer-to-depletant mass ratios, of a floating liquid
phase sandwiched between two gas slabs, the lower of
which has almost vanishing colloid concentration, despite the fact that the colloidal particles are heavier
than the (equal-sized) depletant particles. The required
(buoyant) mass ratios might be achievable by density
matching the colloidal particles to the solvent. In the
case of polymer depletant, the required mass ratios are
large, in view of the fact that the fractal polymer coils
have a much lower bare mass than the compact colloidal
particles. Using colloidal rods as depletants should render
this problem less severe. The origin of the floating liquid
is very different from that found in a one-component
system with reentrant bulk phase behavior [21]. In the
present case, the bulk phase diagram is fairly standard;
nevertheless, there is the possibility that a sedimentation
path crosses the binodal twice (see inset of Fig. 1). The
stability region of the resulting floating liquid phase in the
phase diagram is then determined by the balance between
088303-4
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